Lutron® has taken drapery in a whole new direction

An industry first – this entirely new type of window treatment smoothly pulls the drapery up and completely out of the way at the touch of a button. The Kirbé™ vertical drapery system captivates with its unique and unexpected motion.
NEW Kirbé™ vertical drapery system

Kirbé™ innovation

Kirbé eliminates “stackback” – the mass of fabric left when a traditional drapery is opened. The Kirbé can be used over French and sliding doors, windows alongside fireplaces or at the end of a hallway – anywhere one would wish to eliminate stackback.

The Kirbé vertical drapery system features a number of innovations that make rolling pleated fabric in a window treatment possible.

**Header mechanism**
Reliably and delicately smooths and pleats fabric as it is taken into and let out of the mechanism

**Perma-pleat bottom bar™**
Weights fabric and maintains a smooth and even pleat to keep drape uniform

---

**Style**

The Kirbé is currently offered with sheer fabrics that range from traditional neutrals to bold shimmering patterns.

- **Kirbé pleat**
  Unique, yet most similar to a ripplefold sheer.

- **Optional Lutron® roller shade**
  Pair with a Lutron blackout roller shade for privacy and light blocking capability.

- **The finishing touch**
  Top with a Lutron cornice (pg. 16) to easily finish the look without any need for a recessed pocket.